Five Questions to Ask
Your CDP Vendor
The Customer Data Platform (CDP) space is a crowded
one. These days it seems like every kind of vendor, from
point solutions to massive marketing clouds, is
presenting its own take on the CDP. In this overpopulated
field, selecting a CDP to help unify and activate your
customer data can be a challenge. We’ve spilled plenty
of pixels explaining what a true CDP should do for your
business, but to make things simple, here are five
questions you should ask every vendor before you buy.

1

What data sources are you able
to integrate with?

A true CDP should have the ability to integrate all of your

2

How quickly can you
act on data?

To be truly effective a CDP solution needs to go beyond

sources of customer data - not just the standard set they

simply unifying your customer data. Modern marketers

offer. Whether you’re leveraging legacy customer records

need to be able to act on that data in near real-time

or fresh daily data inputs from your CRM or social tools a

across all customer channels and touchpoints.

CDP should combine all of your data in a single place.

3

What does your integration
process look like?

Marketing tech stacks are getting more complex by the

4

Can you orchestrate
cross-channel campaigns?

A true CDP creates value not only by unifying your data but

day, especially for enterprise businesses, with some

by allowing you to act on it through robust cross-channel

teams using as many 31 separate tools. A true CDP can

orchestration. A quality CDP vendor should offer support for

integrate quickly, cleanly, and directly with all your data

complex workflows and custom journey creation that

sources and end channels to support customer identity

enable you to deliver coordinated messages across all

resolution across these systems saving you the

your channels to create a unified brand voice and a

headache of ripping and replacing.

personalized experience for your customers.

5

What comes next?

Combining your data, integrating with your existing tech

ask your vendor how you can go beyond the basics of A/B

stack, and delivering cohesive and comprehensive

testing. Unlock real incremental value by combining your

messaging are only the first steps to creating value with

campaign results with a suite of experimentation tools to

your CDP. Once you’ve solved these operational challenges, generate insights for continuous improvement.

Want to learn more about what makes a true CDP? Contact us at hello@simondata.com

simondata.com

